Warm coplanar
wardrobe
Coplanar wardrobes offer a welcome
union between technology and
aesthetics, and in the true style of
Armadio al Centimetro offer a uniquely
personalised, individual wardrobe
design. To open, pull the doors out and
slide open seamlessly for a truly
modern experience. This technology
offers the ability to create a perfectly
horizontal surface with no protrusions
or recesses that complements
contemporary design sensibilities.
Available in over 40 matte or glossy
lacquered colours from LEMA’s
catalogue, there are also multiple
possibilities to customise the interiors:
different finishes are available in the
catalogue and a wide range of
equipment is designed to rationalise
space. An extensive range filled with
different types of drawer units fronted
in glass or wood allows you to
embellish your solution with the glass
display case for belts and ties, or the
incredibly practical option of
extractable storage units for trousers,
undergarments and shoes. The
product range is completed with
precious details such as the in-built
light for the shelf, the hanging rail, and
elegant finishing touches such as the
mats in leather and fabric for the
drawers, or the leather boxes for shirt
compartments.
Warm by David Lopez Quincoces is a
closet where rich and individual
aesthetics meet a natural, simple look
achieved by leather finishing.
Customisable in depth, it is available
with hinged or sliding doors and is also
available fitted for corner positions.
Wide-ranging internal equipment
options offering customisation to suit
any need. Drawer units, display cases
for trousers, belts and shoes, shelves
and hanging rails with built-in lights
are completed with luxury details in
leather and sumptuous fabrics for a
wardrobe that is truly elegant.
Structure interior:
–Melamine
–Back panel available also with
decorative fabric
Structure exterior:
–Gloss lacquered
–Matte lacquered
–Wood
–Melamine excluding Visone and white
Door frame:
–Metal
Door panel:
–Light hide
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